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The expected electrical consequences of the
dislocation network required at heterojunc-
tion interfaces is examined. For lattice mis-
matches of greater than about one percent,
interface states should dominate the electri-
cal properties of the unction. Experiments
on n-n and p-p Ge-Si heterojunctions bear
out the expectations. [The SCI® indicates
that this paper has been cited in over 90
publications since 1964. Of these, 43 oc-
curred in the period, 1973-1 983.1
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“About 1960, Donald Feucht and Arthur
Milnes initiated a program aimed at the un-
derstanding of semiconductor heterojunc-
tions. W.G. Oldham joined several graduate
student friends, including Joseph Donnelly,
Stuart Perlman, and Arthur Riben, in this in-
teresting new area of device physics. We
grew and investigated a variety of hetero-
junctions between combinations of Ill-V
compounds, Ge and Si. It seemed that the
ideal heterojunction, i.e., one really follow-
ing the Anderson model,

1
eluded us. In fact,

it was much later that the technology and
understanding were sufficient for practical
application.

“In the beginning, a good deal of the work
involved chasing down the causes of ‘non-
ideal’ behavior. In the paper cited here, we
had to account for anomalous I.V and C-V
characteristics of Ge-Si interfaces. By chang-
ing the junction types and doping, all the un-
known variables could be potentially elimi-
nated. The results could not be explained by
simple heterojunction theory.’ The obvious
explanations of contaminated interfaces
were ‘argely precluded by the growth tech-
nique— low temperature epitaxy on an in
situ cleaved surface. The cleaving technolo.
gy was inspired by the photoemission
studies of Allen and Gobeli.
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The interpreta-

tion of the results was also influenced by
their results— large densities at a free Si sur-
face, essentially pinning the Fermi level. The
pioneering works of Bardeen on Ge surface
states
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and Read on electrical effects of dis-

locations
4

led us to the now obvious conclu-
sion that the (then presumed) interfacial net-
work of lattice-matching dislocations would
dominate the electrical properties of the
heterojunction between materials with sig-
nificant lattice mismatch.

“The subsequent interest in this early pa-
per owes largely to the foresight of Feucht
and Mimes in initiating the heterojunction
research when they did. Anderson’s work
provided a theoretical framework,’ and
Marinacedemonstrated a simple experimen-
tal technique for epitaxial growth.
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The time

was ripe, and each experiment led to new
understanding. It is, however, puzzling to us
that there are any recent direct citations to
the work of this period. In 1972, Milnes and
Feucht published an excellent comprehen-
sive monograph which summarized the het-
erojunction work to date.
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“Appropriately, Milnes recently received
the J.j. Ebers Award of the IEEE Electron De-
vices Society in recognition for outstanding
contributions to e’ectron devices.”
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